







































































































Recreations of  the Street Battling in Chengdu
The discourses by LI Jieren and Tian Wenyi
Hiroshi NAKA
Abstract
In , a street battling between the two forces both in Sichuan was broke 
out in Chengdu.  After four years, Li Jieren discoursed on this street battling in the 
form of  retrospection, titled “Weicheng zhuiyi”.  Li Jieren gave a vivid description 
of  the people’s sufferings from this street battling, at the same time, leveled 
caustic criticism at the military cliques in Sichuan, from a standpoint of  the people 
in Chengdu. 
On the other hand, Tian Wenyi, in , discoursed on this street battling in 
the form of  novel, titled “Chengdu xiangzhan ”.  Tian Wenyi as a storyteller 
knows all about the street battling, directly told several scenes of  battling, and set 
climaxes in most chapters, and sometimes narrate histories or situations of  the 
important commanders of  military cliques fully. 
As Sichuan writers, however, their discourses have a common factor.  These 
two writers both described some kinds of  history of  Chengdu at full length, for 
instance, some places rich in historical associations, some traditional customs, 
some famous foods of  Sichuan and so on.  This talkativeness and exhibition 
of  their knowledge of  Sichuan in their works is one of  remarkable features of  
Sichuan writers. 
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